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S2. 1 LIMITING SAFETY SYS'TI':M SETTING

FUEL CI.AD1)ING INTEGRITY

Applicnbilit\: 

Applies to the interrelated variables associated 
with fuel thermal behavior.  

Objective: 

To establish limits below which the integrity of the 
fuel cladding is preserved.  

Specification: 

A. Mhen the reactor pressure is greater than 600 
pslg the combination of recirculation flow and 
reactor thermal power-to-water shall not cx
ceed the linit shown in Figure 1.1.1. The 
safety limit i:3 exceeded when the recirculation 
flow%' an, d thermal power-to-water conditions 
result in a point above or to the left of the 
limit line.  

B. ,Vhen the reactor pressure is less than 600 
psig or recirculation flow is less than 5` of 
design, the reactor thermal power-to-water 
shall not exceed 460 MW(t).  

C. 1. The neutron flux shall not exceed the 
scram setting established in Specification 
2. 1. A for longer than 1. 5 seconds as 
indicated by the process computer.  

2. When the process computer is out of ser
vice, this safety limit shall be assumed 
to be exceeded if the neutron flux exceeds

"1.!1

where:
s1 x

P = percent of rated power 9 

X = peak heat flux - (Btu/hr/ft2) 

2. APRM - When the reactor mode switch is in 

the start-up/hot standby position, the 
APRM scram shall be set at less than or 
equal to 15% of rated neutron flux.  

•g7 / ( -'/ --- - "

2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

Applicability: 

Applies to trip settings of the instruments and devices 
which are provided to prevent the reactor system 
safety limits from being exceeded.  

Objective: 

To define the level of the process variables at which 
automatic protective action is initiated to prevent the ( 
safety limits from being exceeded.  

Specification: 

The limiting safety system settings shall be as 
specified below: 

A. Neutron Flux Scram 

* 1 APRM4 - When the reactor mode switch is 

in the run position, the APPR4 flux scram 
setting shall be as shown in Figure 
2.1.1 unless the combination of powe:- and 
-peak heat flux is above the curve in 
Figure 2.1.2. When the combination c"( 
power and peak heat flux is above the 
curve in Figure 2.1.2 a scram setting(s) 
as given by: -no nnn

1. 1 SAF"E'TY I.IMITI



1.1 SAFETY LIMIT 2. 1. Lfl\IITING SAFETY SYSTKM SETTING

the scram setting established by Specifi
cation 2. 1. A and a control rod scram 
does not occur.  

D. WVhenever the reactor is in the shutdown 
cq.ndition with irradiated fuel in the reactor 
vessel, the water level shall not be less than 
that corresponding to 12 inches above the top 
of the active fuel when it is seated in the core.

* 3. IRM - The IRM flux scram setting shall be 
set at less than or equal to 120/125 of 
full scale.

B. APRM Rod Block - The APRM rod block setting 
shall be as shown in Figaure 2. 1. 1 unless the 
combination of power and-peak heat flux is above 
the curve in Figure 2.1. 2. W'hen the combina
tion of power and peak heat flux is above the 
curve in Figure 2. 1. 2 a rod block trip setting 
(SRB) as given by:

4511-1-100P SRB X 

where: 

P = percent of rated power 
X = peak heat flux (Btu/hr/ft2) 

shall be used.  

C. Reactor Low Water Level Scram setting shall be 
>143" above the top of the active fuel at normal 
operating conditions.  

D. Reactor Low Low Water Level ECCS initiation 

shall be S3" (_0.,) ahove the top of the active fuel 

at normal operating conditions..  

E. Turbine Stop Valve Scram shall be <10, valve 
closure from full open.  

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram shall initiate 
upon actuation of the fast closure solenoid valves 
which trip the turbine control valves.  

G. Main Steamline Isolation Valve Closure Scram 
shall be :10( valve closure from full open.

(Changoe *

(

(
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l�.l SAFETY LIMIT .2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING

H. Main Steamline Pressure initiation of main 
steamline isolation valve closure shall be 
<850 psig.  

* I. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Scram on 
loss of control oil pressure shall be set 
at greater than or equal to 1100 psig.  

6A 
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the equation will prevent MCHFR from becoming 
less than 1. 0 for the given heat flux condition 
for tc• worst expectcd transients. If the APRM 
scram setting should require a change due to an 

normal peak,,ing condition, it will be done by 
cha-nging the intercept point and thus, the entire 
flow bias curve will be shifted down.  

For operation in the startup mode while the re

* actor is nat low pre~ssure, the P-1-.'. ýsram setting 
of 15%t oi rated power provides adequate thermal 
margin between the sctpoint and the safety limit, 
18, of rated. The margin is adequate to accom
modate anticipatecd maneuvers associated with 
nower plant startup. Effects of increasing 
pressure at zero or low void content are minor, 
cold %va'ter from sources available during start
up is not much colder than that already in the 
system, temperature coefficients are small, 
ad con.trol red patterns are constrained to be 
ut:.form by operating procedures backed up by 
in, rOd wvorth minimizer. WVorth of individual 
rods is very low in a uniform rod pattern.  
"ThI-s, of all possible sources of reactivity in
put, uniform control rod withdrawal is the most 
probabloe cause of significant power rise. Be
cause the flux distribution associated with uni
form rod withdrawals does not involve higi 
local peaks, and because several rods must be 
moved to change power by a significant percent
agte of rated power, the rate of power rise is 
very slow. Genera'liy the heat flux is in near 
equilibrium with the fission rate. In an as

sumed uniform rod withdrawal approach to the 
scram level, the rate of power rise is no more 
than 5 percent of rated power per minute, and 

the APRM system would be more than adequate to 
assure a scram before the power could exceed 

* the safety limit. The sc% 2AM eram nrmains w 

tive until the mode switch is placed in the run 
position. This switch occurs when reactor 
pressure is greater than 850 psig.

The analysis to support operation at various 
power and flow relationships has considered 
operation with either one or two recirculation 
pumps. During steady-state operation with one 
recirculation pump operating the equalizer line 
shall be open. Analyses of transients from this 
operating condition are less severe than the 
same transients from the two pump operation.  

.A* The IRM system consists of 8 chambers, 4 in 
each of the reactor protection system logic 
channels, arranged in the core as shown in 
Figure 7.4.4 of the FSAR. The 1214 is a 5 
decade instrument which covers the range of, 
power level between that covered by the SIPM 
and the APEM. The 5 decades are covered by 
the IRM by means of a range switch and the 
5 decades are broken down into 10 ranges, 
each being 1/2 of a decade in size. The IPI" 
scram setting of 120 divisions is active in 
each range of the IRM. For example, if the 
instrument were on range 1, the scram setting 
would be at 120 divisions for that range; 
likewise, if the instrument were on range 5, 
the scram setting would be 120 divisions on 
that range. Thus, as the IRM is ranged up to 
accommodate the increase in power level, tl,,'( 
scram setting is also ranged up. In the 
start-up/hot standby mode, a scram at 120 
divisions on the instrument is less than 159 
power, except for range JO on the instrument.  
Thus, the scram setting on the IPl is also 
less than the 15% scram on the APRiM, except 

* in the 10th range. The IRM scram provides 

16 
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* protection for changes which occur, both 
locally and over the entire core. The IRM, 
because of the scram arrangement discussed 
above, thus provides additional or back-up 
protection to the APRNM 15% scram in the 
start-uD •nd hot standby mode. The most 
significant sources of reactivity change 
during the power increase are due to control 
rod withdrawal. For in-sequence control rod 
withdrawal, the rate of change of power is 
slow enough due to the physical limitation 
of withdrawing control rods, that heat flux 
is in equilibrium with the neutron flux and 
an IRM scram would result in a reactor 
shutdown well before any safety limit or 
"the AR 15% scram occurred. For the case 
of a single control rod withdrawal error 
this transient has been analyzed in Section 
7.4.4.3 of the FSAR. In order to ensure 

* that the IRM'I provided adequate protection 
acainst the single rod withdrawal error, a 
ran... of rod withdr-awal accidents was 
ahalyzed. This analysis included starting 
the accident at various power levels. The

* most severe case involves an initial 
condition in which the reactor is 
just subcritical and the IRM system 
is not yet on scale. This condition 
exis- at quarter rod density. Quarter 
rod density is illustrated in Section
7.4.5 of the FSAR. Additional 
conservatism was taken in this analysis 
by assuming that the IP14 channel closest 
to the withdrawn rod is bypassed. The( 
results of this analysis show that the 
reactor is scramamed and peak power 
limited to 1% of rated power, thus 
maintaining heat flux within those 
values specified in the safety limit 
for this condition of plant operation.  
Based on the above analysis, the IPRA 
provides protection against local control 
rod withdrawal errors and continuous 
withdrawal of control rods in sequence 
and provides back-up protection for the 
APRM.  

(
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B. APREM Control Rod Block Trips - Reactor 
power level may be varied by moving control 
rods or by varying thc recirculation flow rate.  
The. PP:-=7,I system provides a control rod block 

to i)revent rod withdrawal beyond a given point 
at constant rccirculation flow rate, and thus to 
protect gainsft excecding a MCIIFR of tuiy.  

ais rod', block setpoint, which is automatically 
varied with r6circulation flow rate, prevents 
an increase in the reactor power level to excos
si'e -alues due to control rod withdrawal. The 
specified flow variable setpoint provides sub
stantial marg-in from fuel danmage, assuming 
steady-state operation at the sctpoint, over the 
ertir'e recirculation flow range. The margin 
to the safetv limit increases as the flow de
creas'es 0oIr the specified trip point vs. flow 
relationship; therefore, the worst case MCHFR 
arc_.'2, steady-statc operation is at 108%;1 of 
rated iov.er. Peaking factors as specified in 
Sctiorn 3. 2. 5 of the SAR were considered. The 
to•td- ,kiag factor was 3. 0. The actual power 
distribution in the core is cstablished by speci
fi"ed control rod sequences and is monitored 
continuously by the in-core LPI{M system. As 
"w'1itýh- the APTEM scram setting, the APIRM rod 
block setting is adjusted dowvnward if peaking 
factors greater than 3. 0 exist. This assures a 

rod block will occur before MOCITFR becomes 
less than 1. 0 even for this degraded case. The 
rod lble••,k setting is changed by changing the 
intercept point of the flow bias curve; thus, the 
entire curve will be shifted downward.  

C. Rcactor Low Water Level Scram - The reactor 
low v'a tcr level scram is set at a point which 
wil! assure that the water level used in the 
bases for the safety limit is maintained. The 
scram setpoint is based on normal operating 
tempeaerature and pressure conditions because 
the level instrumentation is density compensated.

D. Reactor Low Low Water Level ECCS Initiation 
Trip Point - The emergency core cooling sub
systems arc designed to provide sufficient cool
ing to the core to dissipate the energy associ
ated with the loss of coolant accident and to 
limit fueI clad temperature to well below the 
clad melting temperature to assure that core 
geometry remains intact and to limit an,; clad 
metal-water rcadtion to less than 1%. To ac
complish their intended function, the capacity 
of each emcrgency core cooling system com
ponent was established based on the rea, ,torylow 

S. water level scram setpoint. To lower the set
point of the low water level scram would in
crease the capacity requirement for each of the 
ECCS components. Thuis, the reactor vessel 
low water level scram was set low enough to 
permit margin for operation, yct will not be 
set lower because of ECCS capacity require
mcats.  

*' The design of the ECCS componcnts to meet the 
* dbove criteria was dependent on three previously 

set parameters: the maximum break size, th6 
low water level scram sctpoint and the ECCS 
initiation setpoint. To lower the setpoint for 
initiation of the ECCS could lead to a loss of 
effective core cooling. To raise the ECCS 
initiation setpoint would be in a safe direction, 
but it would reduce the margin established to 
prevent actuation of the ECCS during normal 
operation or during normally expected tran
sients.

17 
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E. Turbine Stop Valve Scram - The turbine stop 
valve scram like the load rejection scram 
anticipates the pressure, neutron flux, and heat 

fiLL,: increase caused by the rapid closure of the 
turbine stop valves and failure of the bypass.  
With a scram setting at 101% of valve closure 
the resultant increase in surface heat flux is 

the same as for the load rejection and thus 
adequate margin exists. No perceptable change 
in \lCIIFR occurs during the transient. Ref.  
Section 11.2.3 SAR.  

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram -- The gener
ator load rejection scram is provided to antici-.  

pate the raoid increase in pressure and neutron 

flux resulting from fast closure of the turbine 

con:trol valves due to a load rejection and sub

sequent failure of the bypass; i.e. , it prevents 
MCiIFR fromnbecoming less than 1. 0 for this 

transient. For the load rejection from 100%, 
* px,,er, the heat flux increases to only 106. 5% 

of its rated powe.r value which results in only 

a small decrease in I\ICIIFR. Ref. Section 
4. 4. 3 SAPR.  

"G. Reactor Coolant Low Pressure Initiates Main 

Steam Isolation Valve Closure - The low pres

sure isolation at 850 psig was provided to give 

protection against fast reactor depressuriza
tion and the resulting rapid cooldown of the 

vessel. Advantage was taken of the scram 

1feature which occurs when the main steam line 

isolation valves are closed to provicde for re

actor shutdown so that operation at pressures 

lower than those specified in the thermal hy

dra'ulic safety limit does not occur, although 

operation at a pressure lower than 850 psig 

would not necessarily constitute an unsafe 
condition.

H. Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure 
Scram - Tuhe low pressure isolation of the 
main steam lines at 850 psi' was provided to 
give protection against rapid reactor depres
surization and the resulting rapid cooldown of 
the vessel. Advantage was taken of the scram 
feature which occurs when the main steam line 
isolation valves are closed, to provide for rc
actor shutdown so that high power opcration at 

low reactor pressure does not occur, thus pie
viding protection for the fuel claddling integrity 
safety limit. Operation of the reactor at pros
sures lower than 850 psig requires that the 
reactor mode switch be in the startup position 

where protection of the fuel claddiln ti', " 
safety limit is provided by the !1IP high lneutron 
flux scram. •Thus, the combination of main 

steam line low pressure isolation and isolation 
valve closure scram assures the avaiLiability of 
neutron flux scram protection over the entire 
range of applicability of the fuel ciadding in
tegrity safety limit. In addition, the isolation 
valve closure scram anticipates the pressure 
and flux transients which occur during normal 
or inadvertent isolation valve closure. With 
the scrams set at 10% valve closure there is no 

increase in neutron flux.  
( 
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I. The turbine hydraulic control system 
operates using high pressure oil. There 
are several!points in this oil system where 
a loss of oil pressure could result in a 
fast closure of the turbine control valves.  
This fast closure of the turbine control 
valves is not protected by the generator ( 
load rejection scram since failure of the 
oil system would not result in the fast 
closure solenoid -valves being actuated.  
mor a turbine control valve fast closure, 
the core would be protected by the APRM 
and high reactor pressure scrams. However, 
to provide the same margins as provided for 
the generator load rejection scram on fast 
closure of the tu:rbine control valves, a 
scram has been added to the reactor protection 
system which senses failure of control oil 
pressure to the turbine control system.  
This is an anticipatory scram and results 
in reactor shutdown before any significant ( 
increase in pressure or neutron flux occurs.  
The transient response is very similar to 
that resulting from the generator load 
rejection.  

18A 
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TABLE 3. 1. 1

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

TModes in Which Function 
Minimum Number Must Be Operable 

of Operable Inst.  
Channels per Trip Startup/Hot 

(1) System Trip Function Trip Level Setting Refuel (7) Standby Run Action*

1 

1.

Mode Switch in Shutdown 

Manual Scram 

IRM 
High Flux 

inoperative 

APR M 
High Flux 
Inoperative 
Downscale.  
High Flux 
(15% scram) 

High Reactor Pressure 

High Drywell Pressaure 

Reactor Low Water Level 

High Water Level in Scram 
Discharge Tank 

Turbine Condenser Low Vacuum 

Main Streamline High Radiation 

Main Streamline Isolation 

Valve Closure 

Generator Load Rejection 

Turbine Stop Valve Closure 

Turbine Control
Loss of control 
oil pressure

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X(12) 
x 

x(11) 

x(8), (10) 
x 

X(2) 

X(3) 

X(3) 

X(3) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X

X 

X 

X 
X 

X(9) 
X(9) x(12) 
x 

x 

x(8), (10) 
X 

X 

X(3) 

X(3) 

X(3) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X

X 
X' 

X(5) 
X(5) 

"X 
X 
X(13) 

X (14" 

X 

X(10) 

x 

x 
x 

x

• <120/125 of Full 
Scale 

Specification 2. l.A. 1 

-5/125 of Full Scale 
Specification 
2.1.A.2 

-51060 psig 

<!2 psig 

.>I inch*** 

:<50 gallons 

-)23 in. Hg Vacuum 

.47 X Normal Full 
Power Background 

:<10% Valve Closure 

ý,10% Valve Closure 

Greater than or 
equal to 1100 
psigc

A 

A 

A 
A

A or 
A or 
A or 

.A 

A 

A 

A

B 
B 
B

A 

A or C 

A or C

A 

A 

A

or 

or 

or

C 

C 

C

A or C 

, 23
* _ _ _ - 4 L~4--23

X 

X(4) 

X(4) 

x

3 

2 
2 
2 
2*

"92 
2

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 (6)

2 

2 

2

---- (
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TABLE 3.1.1 (cont) 

Notes: 

Thcre shall be two operable or tripped trip systems for each function.  
2. Permissible to bypass. with control rod block, for reactor protection system reset in refuel and shutdown positions of the reactor mode switch.  
3. Per-missible to bypass when reactor pressure is< t,00 psig.  

Permissible to bypass when first stage turbine pressure is less than iht which corresponds to 4$5qo rated steam flow.  
o. IRM's a'c bypassed when APRM's are onscale and the reactor mode switch is in the run oosition.  
U. The dcsign permits closure of any one valve without a scram being initijted.  
7. When the reactor is subcritical and the reactor water temperature is less th-n 2120 F, only the following trip functions need to be operable: 

a. Mode Switch in Shutdown 
b. Manual Screm 
c. High Flux IRM 
d. Scram Discharge Volume High Level 

S. Not required to be operable when primary containment integrity is not required.  
9. Not required while performing low power physics tests at stmospheric pressure during or after refueling at power levels not to exceed 5 MW(t).  

10. May be bypassed when necessary during purging for containment inerring or deinerting.  
11, Not required to be operable when the reactor pressure vessci head is not bolted to the vessel.  
12. The APMM do',,nscale tu:s function is automatically bypassed when the reactor mode switch is in the refuel and startup/hot standby positions.  
13. The APRM downscale trip function is automnatically bypasscd when the IRM instrumentation is operable and not high.  

* 14. The APRM 15% scram is bypassed in the run mode.  
6 If the first column cainnot be met for one of the trip systems, that trip system shall be tripped.  

if the first column can-iot be met for both trip systems, the appropri.ite .ctions listed below shall be taken: 
A. Initiate insertion of operable rods and complete insertion of all, operable rods within four hours.  
B. Reduce power lev(:! to IRM ran.ue and place mode s%,itch in tie Start-p/Hot Stndby position within 8 hours.  
C. Reduce turbine lo. d. nd close main steamlinc isolation vail cs".,ttin F hours.  

* * An APRM will be considered inoperable if there are less t;*a .n 2 LPRM inputs per level or there are less than .50" of the normal complement of 
LPRM's to an APRM.  
1 inch on the water level instrumentation is 143" above the top of the active fuel.  
Trips upon actuation of the fast closure solenoid which trips the turbine control valves.  

24 
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TABLE 4. 1.1

SCRAM INSTRUMENTATION FUNCTIONAL TESTS 

MINIMUM FUNCTIONAL TEST FREQUENCIES FOR SAFETY INSTR. AND CONTROL CIRCUITS

Instrument Channel 

Mode Switch in Shutdown 

Manual Scram 

IREM 
High Flux 
lnoperative 

APR \I 
High. Flux 

i 1nope rative 

Downscale 
* High Flux (15% scram) 

Hioh Reactor Pressure 

IHigh Dr\ivell Pressure 

Reactor Low Water Level (2) 

H1igh Water Level in Scram 
Discharge Tank 

1urbine Condenser Low Vacuum 

Main Steamline High 
Raiiation (2) 

Main Steaniline Isolation 
Valve Closure 

Generator Load Rejection 

Turbine Stop Valve Closure 

* . Turbine Control-Loss -of 

Control Oil Pressure

Group (3) 

A 

A

C 
C 

B 
B 
B 

B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

A 

A 

A

A

Functional Test 

Place Mode Switch in Shutdown 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm (5) 
Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Output Relays (5) 
Trip Output Relays 
Trip Output Relays (5) 
Trip output relays 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and .Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm (5) 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm 

Trip Channel and Alarm

Trip channel and alarm

Minimum Frequency (4) 

Each Refucling Outage 

Every 3 Months 

Before Each Startup 
Before Each Startup 

Once Each Week 
Once Each Week 
Once Each Week 

Before each start-up 

(1) 
(1).  

(1) 

Every 3 Months 

(1) 

Once Each Week 

(1) 

(1)

(1)

25 
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TABLE 4.1.2

SCRAM INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION

MINIMUM CALIBRATION FREQUENCIES FOR REACTOR PROTECTION INSTRUMENT CHANNELS

Ipstrument Channel 

High Flux IR'M

High Flux APRM 
Output Signal 
Flow Bias 

Higch Reactor Pressure 

High Drywell Pressure 

Reactor Low Water Level 

Turbine Condenser Low Vacuum 

Main Steamline High Radiation 

Turbine Control-Loss of 

Control Oil Pressure

Group (1) 

C

B 
B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

A

Calibration Test 

Comparison to APRM after 

Heat Balance 

Heat Balance 
Standard Pressure and 

Voltage Source 

Standard Pressure Source.  

Standard Pressure Source 

Water Level 

Standard Vacuum Source 

Standard Current 

Source (3) 

Pressure Source

Minimum Frequency (2) 

Every Shutdown 

Once Every 7 Days 
Refueling Outage 

Every 3 Months 

Every 3 Months 

Every 3 Months 

Every 3 Months 

Every 3 Months 

Every 3 months

i. A description of the three groups is included in the bases of this Specification.  

2. Calibration tests a:e not required when the systems are not required to be operable or are trlpped. if tests are missed, they shall 

be ecrformcd prior to returning the systems to an operable status.  

3. The currert source provides an instrument channel alignment. Calibration using a radiation source shall be made during each 

refueling outage. 
"

(

27 (Change #3.)
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Files 
THRU: R. L. Tedesco, Chief, BWR #2, DRL 

EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MODIFICATION 71-2 AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
CRANGES NO. 11 AND NO. 3 FOR DRESDEN UNIT 2 AND UNIT 3, RESPECTIVELY 

References: 
(1) Comuonwealth Edison letter, dated April 6, 1971, Proposed 

Modification 71-2.  

(2) Commonwealth Edison letter, dated I.lay 11, 1971, Proposed Technical 
Specification Change No. 11 for Dresden Unit 2.  

(3) Commonwealth Edison letter, dated May 11, 1971, Proposed Technical 
Specification Change No. 3 for Dresden Unit 3.  

(4) Commonweslth Edison letter, dated May 21, 1971, Supplementary 
information to Proposed Change No. 11 for Dresden Unit 2.  

(5) Commonwealth Edison letter, dated May 21, 1971, Supplementary 
information to Proposed Change No. 3 for Dresden Unit 2.  

General: 

In the above references, Commonwealth Edison Company proposed plant 
modifications and associated Technical Specification changes for Dresden 
Units 2 and 3. These modifications consisted of (a) the addition of 
pressure switches to the turbine-generator electrohydraulic system which 
would be electrically interlocked to the reactor protection system and 
result in a scram of the reactor upon loss of hydraulic oil pressure, and 
(b) replacement of the intermediate range nuclear instrumentation (IRM) 
reactor high flux trip with an equivalent level setting actuated by the 
average power range nuclear instrumentation (APRN) in the start-up/hot 
standby mode of plant operation.  

Our evaluation of the proposed modifications indicates that there is no 
change to the analyses described in the Final Safety Analysis Report 
and therefore do not involve unreviewed safety questions. We, therefore 
conclude that the proposed modifications do not present significant hazards 
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KY considerations not described or implicit in the safety analysis report 
and that there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered. We have reviewed the licensee's modifications 
and supporting evaluations as follows: 

a) APR! scram in the start-up/hot standby mode of lant operation 

APRV high flux protection will be extended into the start-up/hot 
standby range of reactor operation and will replace the 12w4 high 
flux scram limit of 15% reactor power. The IRM high flux setting 
will remain at 120/125 scale divisions in each range but the equivalent 
flux setting will not be limited to 15%. Duiring plant start-up, it 
was determined that the inner IRM chambers read higher than those 
located in the periphery and resulted in the inner IRM's reaching scram 
level before the outer IRM's reach the same level and the APRN 
indication adequately exceeding the downscale trip. To alleviate 
this problem and provide a better indication of core average power, 
the modification was made to provide a fixed 15% scram on the APUM 
system when the mode switch is in the start-up/hot standby position.  

Since the scram setting of 120/125 scale dimension is not changed, 
the analysis of a single rod withdrawal error described in the 
Safety Analysis Report Section 7.4.4.3 remains unchanged. The most 
severe case requiring IRt action results in a peak power of 1% 
rated reactor power. Based on the above analysis, the IkM still 
provides protection against local rod withdrawal errors.  

b) Turbine-generator low h draulic oil pressure scram 

Previously, a eins of hydraulic oil. pressre would not actuate the 
anticipatory scram function. The proposed system would provide this 
protection by the addition of pressure switches to the hydraulic oil 
system and interconnected with reactor protection system. DAS has 
reviewed the details of the modification and determined that it is 
acceptable (reference memorandum E.G. Case to P.A. Morris, dated 
June 3, 1971).  

G. C. Laenas 
Division of Reactor Licensing
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